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Sampete County's Perfect Storm
The GRASSHOPPER

Because of our water shortage, high temperatures and location, I believe
we will probably witness a very serious plague of grasshoppers this year - The
Perfect Storm. This week I went to visit a friend to see if I could help him with
his grasshopper problems. They had already eaten his garden, except his
potatoes, and were working on them, eaten many of his shrubs, his lawn, larger
plants and were starting to work on his trees. I believe this is typical in many
areas and will probably spread to other locations. For this reason I would like to
suggest several steps you might want to take now to protect your gardens,
lawns, shrubs and fruit trees while you still have the time and a chance. Don't
forget that a dozen or so grown grasshoppers can eat has much as a full grown
cow.

Presently most of the grasshoppers appear as a small (1/z long nymphs)
Within a short time they will grow and before you know it will be two or more
inches long. What follows are a few ways of dealing with them before they get
out of control. Do not wait until you have a full grown invasion of grasshoppers
before you start working on the problem.

1. Probably the quickest solution for your garden area is to gather some
Juniper boughs - make sure they have small green berries and have a strong
pungent odor. Fill a box full of freshly cut boughs (I selected those about one
foot long) and then place the juniper boughs in the ends your grow boxes, both
on the ground and on a board laid across the ends (about L1/z to 2 feet above
the ground) and then lay a few among the plants. If you have a large garden
area/ I would suggest you spray all around your garden a three foot wide strip.
(later I will tell you how to make your spray) Also lay boughs around your
garden and among the most critical plants - tomatoes/ peas, beans and early
vegetables.

2. How to make your spray: There are several products you could use to
make your spray and each one is made and used in the same way. Juniper
Spray: Place at least a quaft of the green fruit (look's like berries) in your
osterize; you can also include some of the green material surrounding the
juniper fruit. Now add some water and then whiz it thoroughly. Next place this
in a large pot and add some water. Bring to a boil for five to eight minutes and
then let in set over night. The next morning strain the material to remove all



the debis. You now have your spray. If it seems too strong you may dilute it
somewhat. You will discover that this will deter the grasshoppers or kill them.
Remember grasshoppers are cannibals - any dead grasshoppers will be quickly
eaten by other grasshoppers - through at least three generations. This process
can be used with other products such as several cloves of garlic or hot peppers.
A less appealing way is to gather about a quart of grasshoppers and whiz them.
You may not have to bring them to a boil, just strain out the debis and spray.
They can also be combined with other juices you have made to make an even
more potent spray. If you have problems with other bugs in your garden you
can use this same process to rid your garden of them.

Dratomacrous Earth can also be used to deter and kill grasshoppers. Place
the Diatomacrous earth in an air spray gun and then spray all your plants (water
first) spray a 2-3 foot strip around you garden or any other area being attacked
by grasshoppers. You will have to do this several times to kill or deter the
grasshoppers this year. Another effective spray is common all purpose flour,
make sure does not have salt in it and then dust your garden with it. It will gum
up their mouths causing the grasshoppers to starve to death. If it rains you will
have to do it over again. Otherwise do it every few days. Another common
product that is effective is apple cider vinegar with some Dawn dish soap or
Safer added, and then spray it throughout your garden. The grasshoppers hate
it and will quickly depaft or if they eat it they will die. Another solution is to buy
some bird seeds, the kind that birds eat off the ground and scatter it where the
grasshoppers are. It will attract birds and they will then eat the grasshoppers.

Probably one the best ways to rid yourself of grasshoppers is to allow free
run chickens or ducks to do your work, as they will feast on them constantly
and never seem to get tired or full of them. However the problem with them is

they might also start eating the plants in your garden area.
Another excellent product is Neem oil. You can buy it in a concentrated

form or already diluted - you will need to check to see which is the most cost
effective. Simply spray it around your garden and make a strip about two feet
wide around the area under attack. Sometimes on the back of the Neem Oil
package there will be have some excellent ideas on how to use it - check this
first before you use it.

Juniper Oil: You can buy pure Jumper Oil in health food stores or from
representatives that are available here in Spring City. Although expensive it can
be diluted and used and should prove very effective against grasshoppers.
Neveftheless I prefer to make my own as it is lots cheaper and just as effective
and more convenient to get.



There are severul .orrY8h'i%rooucts available, however right now the
most potent is not available (l{il-o) - their plant burned down last fall. You
might still look around on the internet and farm stores, you just might be lucky
and find some. Other chemical products are Seven and Triazicide (Spectracide)
they are both effective and will kill off the grasshoppers for several generations.
If you decide to use them shop around as there are great differences in the
prices. There may be other products available that I am not aware of, for this
reason you might ask the experts in the farm stores. I prefer to use
organic/natural means in my garden rather than chemical ones. However if the
grasshopper problem is very severe and not located in your garden you might
want to try products like Seven or Triazicide.

Although it may be too late to use this technique you should keep in it your
arsenal of weapons to use on grasshoppers next year. If you disc you propefi
thoroughly in the early spring you will probably kill a good share of the
grasshoppers eggs that are laid in the soil. This could make your job much
easier next year.

My last and best recommendation for dealing with the
grasshoppers and the drought is PRAYER. One of the greatest
scriptures on prayer is found in the Book of Mormon, Alma 34: 17-28.
Please read and study this scripture and you will find that it has the
answer to most of our problems and specifically to our present ones.

These are a few of the ideas that I am familiar with that might help you. I
felt it might be a good idea to make them available now in hopes that it might
help those that are presently suffering from grasshoppers and may not be
aware of how to deal with them You need to be reminded that this problem will
probably only get worse in the future. I have attached a US Drought
Monitor Map of Utah that shows the our county is in the most severe
classification - Exceptional Drought and another one on the life cycle
of the grasshopper.

Please do not procrastinate until it is too late, Deal with the
grasshopper problem now! Should you still have any questions give me a
call and I will see what I can do to help you.

Good Luck.

R. M. Mann
435-462-957t
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